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A b s t r a c t

 The article studied topics related to measuring people’s sadness. For this purpose, the question 
was asked which factor: social, economic or climate, matters most. The paper analyzed, using machine 
learning, statistical data related to the number of suicides against the factors: level of Internet 
access, average income, temperature in a country and, in addition, population density. The method 
used was correlational statistical analysis using the K-nearest neighbor (KNN) method and also 
Pearson’s correlation. The results were visualized in the form of graphs, then subjected to final 
analysis and included in the form of final conclusions.

Introduction

The question of under what conditions a person is sadness is a complex 
question. A person’s life is made up of many factors, and each of these factors 
is important in the subjective feeling of happiness (Rajnoha et al. 2021, KauR 
et al. 2019, Ivanová et al. 2022, DRehmeR 2018, Bogomolov et al. 2013).  
The happiness question is one that has been asked many times before and 
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has been measured mainly using survey methods (SKIDelSKy 2014). In order 
to eliminate the psychological factor of respondents and various technicalities, 
for the purposes of this paper, survey research has been omitted. The authors 
assume that acts that cause final and irrevocable consequences (suicides), are 
more significant than words (survey declarations). The paper focuses on direct 
statistical factors. The suicide rate was taken as the baseline, extreme factor. 
Then four reference factors were selected, against which calculations were made 
using machine learning (IBnat et al. 2021). Data for the calculations were taken 
from public databases, then correlated with each other and tabulated (Business 
and economic… 2022, List of Countries by Average Temperature 2022, List 
of countries by suicide rate 2022).

Statistical research by countries

In this paper, the authors studied whether there is a linear relationship 
between the four factors and the level of sadness, and tested how effectively 
the level of unhappiness in a country can be predicted by considering only one 
of the factors. To check the linear relationship, the popular Pearson’s correlation 
coefficient (DhaRaneeShwaRan 2017) was used.

To measure the effectiveness and relevance of individual factors in predicting 
the level of sadness, a machine learning (PolKowSKI, aRtIemjew 2015, CPalKa 
et al. 2007, PolKowSKI 2022) method called K-nearest neighbor (KNN) (CoveR, 
haRt 1967, nowICKI et al. 2014, ma et al. 2016) method was used. Efficiency 
in this case means how effectively with a single factor the algorithm can predict 
the value of the sadness level. The higher the efficiency, the lower the final RMSE  
(root-mean-square error) measured by comparing the true values with those 
predicted by the k-nn algorithm. K-nn is a simple, popular and effective method 
dedicated to statistical machine learning calculations (nowICKI 2014, KumaR 
2015). It is extremely easy to understand and usually gives very good results, 
especially when the number of attributes processed simultaneously is small (BeyeR 
et al. 1999). Its disadvantages is need to store a set of reference samples, while 
its huge advantage is the lack of need to create a knowledge base, since it is 
derived directly from the set of reference samples. Using this method, or another 
one for approximation or regression (maRvIn et al. 1990, QI et al. 2022), it is 
possible to predict which factors usually more accurately and which usually less 
accurately can predict the level of sadness.

The baseline rate (the number of suicides per 100,000 people in a single year) 
was compared to three completely different factors. The first is an economic 
factor in the form of the average income of a citizen in a country. The second 
is a social factor, measuring the percentage of the population with access to 
the Internet. The third is a climatic factor closely related to the temperature 
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in a country (region). The fourth factor analyzed is the population density per 
square kilometer in the country under study.

For the purpose of this research, data was collected from 164 countries from 
around the world.

It has been assumed that in countries where people are most unhappy the 
measuring factor is the number of suicides per 100,000 people. Hence, it can 
be assumed that in countries where the number of suicides is the lowest, these 
are the happiest countries and people there are satisfied with their lives. This 
factor also appears to be a fairly objective expression of satisfaction, independent 
of the perception of happiness.

The authors additionally decided to test if by knowing only the value of one 
of the factors it is possible to predict the level of happiness in that country. 
In this way, it is also possible to examine the level of correlation between the 
studied factors and happiness. For this purpose, the well-known, popular and easy 
to understand k-nn algorithm (CoveR, haRt 1967, nowICKI et al. 2014) was 
used. However, this algorithm, if used incorrectly, could return useless results due 
to a phenomenon called overfitting. If the algorithm were used on the same test 
samples as the reference samples and using the appropriate control parameter, 
it could almost always indicate that it is possible to predict the value of the luck 
level completely accurately. The authors decided to eliminate this problem by using  
Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation. In addition, the Nested Cross-Validation 
technique, also in combination with Leave-One-Out, was used to neglect the 
impact of the k-nn algorithm’s control parameter on the results.

It was assumed that a single sample describes selected features of a single 
country. Each reference sample is weighted proportionally to the number of peoples. 
The set of sample input attributes used depends on the assumed factor, while the 
output attribute is always the suicide rate (per 100,000 people in a single year). 
For the purposes of the study, the k-nn algorithm was used to predict the level 
of happiness based on the values of available attributes. This task in Machine 
Learning terminology is called approximation or regression (QI et al. 2022, 
nowICKI et al. 2014).

A single use of the k-nn algorithm will provide a supposed output value for 
the given test sample (predicted suicide rate). The test sample contains the 
values of the characteristics under test, which are also called input attributes. 
The algorithm needs a set of test samples to work. The operation of the algorithm 
can be described in several steps:

1. Count the similarity of each reference sample to the test sample. When 
measuring similarity, only the values of the selected samples’ input attribute 
(feature) are considered. Similarity is determined by considering only the absolute 
value of the difference between the value of the test sample and the reference 
sample of the attribute (feature) under consideration.
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2. Sort the reference samples according to their similarity counted in the 
previous step. The most similar samples should come first.

3. Select the k-first reference samples. The value of k is chosen to be the smallest 
number such that the sum of the weights of the input samples is greater than 
or equal to the sum of the weights of all input samples multiplied by the control 
parameter varweight_rate of k-nn. In this way, the number k can vary for each 
test sample. Such solution is unusual and is different from most implementations 
of the k-nn algorithm. This change is due to the need to weight the reference 
samples.

4. Count the average output value for the first k reference samples. When 
determining this average, their weight is not taken into account, because 
surprisingly, this resulted in better results. The value of this average is considered 
as the predicted output value provided for this test sample. 

Below is an example of how this algorithm works. Let the test sample have an 
input value of 12, the control parameter varweight_rate = 18% and a set of reference 
samples (xref,1, …, xref,8) described by weight, input value, output value:

reference sample xref,1 xref,2 xref,3 xref,4 xref,5 xref,6 xref,7 xref,8
weight 3 1 2 1 1 1 2 4

value of input 5 6 8 10 10 11 15 15
value of output -5 -2 -1 0 -2 1 3 -1

After calculation, the absolute value of the differences between the reference 
samples and the test sample equals, considering only the input attribute:

reference sample: xref,1 xref,2 xref,3 xref,4 xref,5 xref,6 xref,7 xref,8
abs. of difference: 7 6 4 2 2 1 3 3

Then, after sorting the reference samples taking into account the similarity 
to the test sample:

reference sample: xref,6 xref,5 xref,4 xref,7 xref,8 xref,3 xref,2 xref,1
abs. of difference: 1 2 2 3 3 4 6 7

After the calculation, the sum of the weights of the reference samples 
multiplied by the control parameter varweight_rate is 15 ∙ 0.18 = 2.7. Therefore, 
taking the most similar reference samples, such that the sum of their weights 
is greater than or equal to 2.7:
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reference sample: xref,6 xref,5 xref,4 xref,7 xref,8 xref,3 xref,2 xref,1
abs. of difference: 1 2 2 3 3 4 6 7

weight 1 1 1 2 4 2 1 3

Finally, to determine the output value for the test sample, it is necessary to 
calculate the average value of the outputs, for the selected, most similar reference 
samples selected in the previous step:

reference sample: xref,6 xref,5 xref,4
value of output 1 -2 0

After calculations, it comes out that the k-nn algorithm set the output value 
as the average {1; −2; 0} = −1

3 .
The used algorithm k-nn has one control parameter varweight_rate. It affects 

how many samples are taken into account when determining the output value for 
a single test sample. As this parameter increases, the average number of k samples 
taken into account when predicting the value of a test sample increases. Thus, 
the value of this control parameter has a great impact on the obtained results. 
Often, many researchers manually set the values of the control parameters of the 
tested models so that the obtained results are the best. Such a solution does not 
seem very fair, because it leads to the so-called “information leakage”, in other 
words, the value of the control parameters is determined on the basis of the results 
they affect. This can be compared to a situation such as if the composition of the 
jury was determined by one of the sides in a judicial conflict. A solution that 
addresses this type of problem is Nested Cross Validation.

The Nested Cross Validation algorithm selected one of the following variants 
of the value of the control parameter of the k-nn algorithm: 25, 10, 5, 2.5, 1 percent.

The entire research can be described in the following steps:
1. Xall = the entire set of samples.
2. Var = {25%, 10%, 5%, 2.5%, 1%} = the set of considered values for the 

control parameter of the k-nn algorithm.
3. Errorsouter = {} = empty set for errors obtained for all test samples. 
4. Program loop, let souter = 1…  ⃦Xall  ⃦:

a – xouter,tst Xall,souter
 = test sample, the souter-th sample in Xall;

b – Xouter,vallrn = Xall – xouter,tst = set of validation and learning samples;
c – Evalvar = {} = empty set containing the evaluations obtained for 

individual variants of the k-nn control parameters;
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d – Programming loop, let var_nr = 1  ⃦Var  ⃦:
– Errorsinner = {} empty set of errors for k-nn algorithm used for 

var_nr variant of control parameters, 
– Program loop. let sinner = 1…   ⃦Xouter,vallrn  ⃦:

• xinner,val = Xouter,vallrn,sinner = validation sample,
• Xinner,lrn = Xouter,vallrn – xinner,val = set of learning samples,
• outcorrect = the correct output value for the current validation 

sample (xinner.val),
• outactual = k-nn(Xinner,lrn, xinner_val; Varvar_nr) = the result obtained 

for the validation sample xinner,val using the k-nn algorithm, taking 
Xinner,lrn as reference samples and Varvar_nr as the k-nn control 
parameter (varweight_rate),

• Errorsinner = Errorsinner ∪ (outcorrect = outactual),

– Evalvar,var_nr = √ ∑ (Errorsinner,sinner)2‖Xouter,vallrn ‖
sinner=1

‖Xouter,vallrn ‖   = rating assigned 

for variant , Root-Mean-Square Error;
e – var_best_nr = minargvar_nr=1…  ⃦Var  ⃦(Evalvar,var,nr) = number of the 

best variant obtained for the set of samples Xouter,vallrn;
f – outcorrect = correct output value for the current test sample (xouter,tst);
g – outactual = k-nn (Xouter,vallrn, xouter,tst; Varvar_best_nr) = the result 

obtained for the test sample xouter,tst using the k-nn algorithm, taking 
Xouter,vallrn as reference samples and the k-nn control parameter 
(varweight_rate) equal to Varvar_best_nr;

h – Errorsouter = Errorsouter ∪ (outcorrect = outactual), add the actual error 
obtained for the test sample xouter,tst.

5. Evalglobal = √ ∑ (Errorsouter,souter)2‖𝑋𝑋all ‖
𝑠𝑠outer=1

‖𝑋𝑋all ‖
  = global rating given for the 

used algorithm and chosen input attributes, Root-Mean-Square Error.
For each of the 164 reference samples (loop 4), first it was determined which 

of the 5 variants of the control parameter varweight_rate was the best (164 ∙ 163 ∙ 5 
calls of the k-nn algorithm, loop 4 d and step 4 e) and then it was examined 
what answer the best-matched parameter gave (164 runs of the k-nn algorithm, 
step 4 g). The leave-one-out cross-validation scheme was thus used to determine 
the accuracy of the algorithm’s performance (loop 4) and to determine the accuracy 
of the performance of each control parameter (loop 4 d).

The level of complexity of the entire examination process can be accurately 
estimated as θ(n2), which, considering 164 samples, is still acceptable, and ensures 
reliable results with cross-validation. The k-nn algorithm itself has a worst-case 
complexity θ(n2), due to the presence of sorting operations in it.
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Using the above algorithm to determine the rating of each feature, the k-nn 
algorithm has as been executed 164(163 ∙ 5 + 1) times. The results for different 
attributes are shown in the Table 1.

Table 1
Results for examined features

Used input attribute
(feature)

k-nn algorithm,
Root Mean

Square Error
Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient

GPD per capita
Access to Internet
Avg. temperature
Avg. temp. in the coldest month
Avg. temp. in the hottest month
Density of population

5.98
5.73
6.17
5.90
6.47
6.07

−0.1053
−0.1698
−0.2077
−0.1737
−0.2389
−0.0882

The results of the calculations are shown below in Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, using the 
best variant of parameter controlling k-nn algorithm and all samples. Countries 
have been plotted on the charts, and their size has been weighted against the 
size of the population (see legend on the chart). The first graph (Fig. 1) shows the 
relationship between the suicide rate and the income ratio GDP (Gross Domestic 
Product). The second graph (Fig. 2) shows results measuring the relationship 
between a country’s suicide rate and access to the Internet in the study country. 
The third graph (Fig. 3) analyzes the relationship between a country’s suicide rate 
and the average annual temperature that occurs in that country. The fourth 
graph (Fig. 4) studied the relationship between suicide rates and population density 
per square kilometer. In the next section the research results are analyzed.

Fig. 1. Suicide rate by country vs GDP per capita
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Fig. 2. Suicide rate by country vs Internet access

Fig. 3. Suicide rate by country vs avg. temperature

Fig. 4. 
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Analysis of the results

We begin our analysis of the results using a graph (Fig. 1) that investigates 
the relationship between the suicide rate and a country’s per capita income 
(GDP) ratio. To simplify the analysis of the results, our main referent will be 
the smoothed ratio. This method of analysis will be substituted as well, for the 
subsequent charts covered in this paper.

Inspection of the smoothed result for (Fig. 1) shows that in countries where 
there is a higher per capita income ratio, the number of suicides statistically 
decreases. This is not a conclusive indicator, because, as we see, there are strong 
fluctuations, which are influenced by other social factors. The general conclusion, 
for the income ratio, can be taken as the conclusion that where poverty is less, 
people tend to be happier.

In the next part of the study, we considered suicide rate data, in relation 
to Internet access. Here the results are no longer so conclusive, although we 
can observe a strong decline in suicides in countries where Internet access 
is becoming more common. However, we can also see an upward shift in suicide 
rates in countries where Internet access is higher than 60%. This is an interesting 
phenomenon, and can potentially be explained by social burdens and more 
complicated relationships in a society with widespread Internet access. The third 
result, is the one the authors find most interesting, relates to the relationship 
associated with average temperature. In this case, we measure the suicide 
rate against the average temperature of the country. Here we observe a trend 
of decreasing suicide rates in countries where the average annual temperature 
is increasing. The supposition is that in warmer countries people are more 
satisfied with their lives, regardless of the level of access to the Internet and 
the income index.

Conclusion

For research purposes, the authors analyzed data for 164 countries from 
around the world. The authors mainly tried to answer the question: which 
factor matters most: social, economic or climate. The main reference indicator 
to which the other indicators were compared was the suicide rate per hundred 
thousand people. The paper compared the benchmark indicator relative to: the 
income index (GDP), Internet access, average temperature in country, average 
temperature in the coldest and the warmest month, and population density.

The results of the study show a significant impact of the amount of income 
on the reduction of suicide in a country. This is likely due to the fact that as 
poverty decreases, people live better. This observation is a well-known result, 
while the authors in this paper examine the effect of the level of internet access 
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and average temperature on happiness. An analysis of the suicide rate relative 
to internet accessibility, showed an interesting phenomenon. A low level of access 
correlates with a high suicide rate, which tends to be related to the level of poverty 
in a country. Then, as accessibility increases, then the suicide rate decreases 
to reach its lowest value for access levels around 60%. This is followed by a mild 
reversal of the trend and the suicide rate slowly rises as Internet accessibility 
increases.

Subsequently analyzed indicators related to the impact of a country’s 
temperature, on the suicide rate. The authors suggest that increasing life 
satisfaction may be due to an increase in the country’s annual temperature. It can 
be clearly seen that successive local maxima of the smoothed average temperature 
index are getting lower and lower, which means that as the temperature increases, 
the suicide rate decreases significantly. Which is very evident in countries that 
are located in very cold regions of the planet.

The last factor is the effect of density on the density. Unfortunately, this 
factor un- surprisingly showed a trend that is not very pronounced. It can be 
seen that the level of happiness in people in the most densely populated countries 
is higher than in those with a sparser population.

Interpreting the values of Pearson’s coefficients, it is possible to learn a simple 
linear relationship between the studied factors and the level of sadness. Using 
it can be seen that as each of the studied factors increases, the level of sadness 
tends to decrease.
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